We determine the equations which govern the gauge symmetries of worldsheets with local 
Introduction
The quantum theories based on the symmetries of 2D-gravity coupled to local supersymmetry have proven to be extremely powerful to describe physical phenomena.
The chosen rank of the supersymmetry varies from one application to the other. However, very intriguing relations have been shown to exist between the various theories with different values of N . In particular, the existence of a sort of embedding of N -theories into (N + 1)-theories has been shown from several points of view [1, 2, 3] . This seems to privilege the theory with N = ∞, while the N = 3, 4 theories play a boundary role between the theories with a relativistic matter interpretation, that is with N = 0, 1, 2 and the others.
Here we will show that a kind of universality also exists for the mathematical description of worldsheets with extended supersymmetry, with a surprisingly simple algebraic structure.
We point out the possibility of generalizing the very old notion of Beltrami parametrization of conformally invariant Riemann surfaces to the case where reparametrization invariance is coupled to local worldsheet supersymmetry of arbitrary rank (N, N ′ ). We find that the full multiplet of conformally invariant 2D-supergravity of rank N in the left sector is made of all possible 2D gauge fields valued in the antisymmetric tensor representations of O(N ), with similar properties in the right sector. Moreover the complete BRST equations of this theory, and thus the algebra of its gauge transformations, follow from a universal vanishing curvature condition in superspace. These will be described in sect. 2.
This formulation of the gauge symmetries of 2D-supergravities as a vanishing curvature condition enables us to identify their ghost actions as a BF systems, which needless to say, emphasizes the topological aspects of these theories. We will briefly elaborate on this by using the Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) framework [4] in sect. 3.
The BRST symmetry of the ghosts that we obtain coincides with that one obtains from the usual operator product expansion (OPE) treatments of linear superconformal algebra (SCA).
Since we define the complete set of gauge fields of conformal 2D-supergravity, we can use them as background gauge fields. This gives quite a simple and clear reversed construction of the currents of SCA by use of these background gauge fields as the sources of the currents.
When gauge fixing the symmetries of a worldsheet with (N, N ′ ) local supersymmetry, the gauge fields of 2D-supergravity should not be put equal to zero, since this would result in an over gauge-fixing for higher genera. Rather, they can be at most set equal to constant backgrounds over which one should integrate, by taking also into account the remaining modular invariance.
Our presentation has thus also the advantage of defining all (super)-moduli of extended 2D-supergravities in a well-defined framework.
We illustrate some of our results in the cases of N = 2, 3 and (large) N = 4 supersymmetry.
We give a combinatoric proof that all pure 2D-supergravities with N ≥ 3 are anomaly free, which would only allow their couplings to topological matter, in contrast with the cases N = 2, 1, 0 for which critical matter must be introduced to compensate for the anomaly. We also elaborate on the question of the consistent anomaly, for which we give explicit expressions for N = 2, 3, which generalize the known results for N = 0, 1.
Finally, we demonstrate the embedding properties between N − and (N + 1)−theories, by showing that for N ≥ 3 the BRST invariant action of the former can be considered as part of the latter. We also suggest a link between these theories and topological 2D-gravity coupled to topological sigma models with bosonic and fermionic coordinates.
The Beltrami differential µ z z (z,z) and the classical fields C It is easy to verify that, as required by supersymmetry, the number of commuting fields in this multiplet equals the number of anticommuting fields. Indeed, the number of independent fields contained in the θ polynomials
, which shows the required equality between the number of bosons and fermions, necessary to ensure the eventual closure of the 2D-supergravity algebra.
The BRST symmetry is defined by the following straightforward generalization of eq. (3):
One has the closure relationd 2 = 0, that is s 2 = 0, if and only if
Therefore, one has
The vanishing curvature condition (6) can also be understood as a realization of the abstract algebra (8) . The BRST transformations of the classical and ghost superfields are then easily extracted from (6) as
Eq. (9) gives the classical gauge transformations of all components of the 2D-supergravity multiplet, simply by changing the ghosts into infinitesimal parameters with the opposite statistics.
Let us notice that one can deduce the full BRST algebra from the sole knowledge of the BRST transformation of the superfield C z . Indeed, the complete BRST equations (6), can be directly obtained from (10) with the substitutions
It follows that the determination of the ghost transformation obtained from the OPE techniques in superconformal quantum field theory, as shown in ref. [2] , would also indirectly permit the determination of the gauge fields associated to these ghosts and of their transformation laws.
The antighosts and the gauge-fixed action
Usually antighosts are directly introduced as conjugate variables to the ghosts. This is a consistent approach since one is mainly interested in superstring theory expressed in the (super)conformal gauge. In order to remain in a geometrical framework, it is however interesting to introduce in a gauge-independent way the conjugates of all fields contained inM z (z,z, θ).
To do so, we will use the BV formalism [4] , where the (super)antifields are naturally the duals to the (super)fields [8] . The usual antighosts will be introduced afterwards via an appropriate choice of the gauge function.
Let us denote the antifields of M z z and C z as * M zz (with ghost number −1) and * C zzz (with ghost number −2), respectively, and define * M
The
The invariant BV action which determines the BRST symmetry (6) is the part with ghost number g = 0 of
This BV action satisfies a (first rank) master BV equation. This means that it defines a nilpotent differential operator BRST, given by
The first equation is identical to the BRST transformation law found earlier forM z ; the second equation, which expresses the BRST transformation of antifields, implies eventually that the currents, in the superconformal gauge, are BRST-exact.
This form of the action (14) (prior to any kind of gauge fixing) indicates the rather deep connection of the theory with a topological BF type system. Notice that it contains no classical part, since the part with ghost number zero ofĜ z in I BV consists of ghosts only.
One naturally considers the gauge where one imposes that the gauge fields contained in the expansion ofM z (z,z, θ) are set equal to a background value, which we shall denote as M z z,bg (z,z, θ). (The "superconformal gauge" is obtained for M z z,bg = 0.) This choice of gauge implies the introduction of antighosts, with the following superfield expansion
and the following BV gauge function:
It implies
The BV action then reduces to an action I GF which only depends on the ghosts and antighosts
Let us give for completeness the expression of I GF after integration upon the supercoordinates θ i :
The detailed expressions of sµ z z = ∂zc z + . . . and sM z z i 1 ···ip = ∂zm z i 1 ···ip + . . ., 1 ≤ p ≤ N , follow from the decomposition of eq. (9). We will shortly comment on the structure of these BRST transformations of the fields M z z i 1 ···ip in component formalism.
The currents and the background symmetry
We can define the following supercurrent from (20):
where ǫ B is odd (even) integer for anticommuting (commuting) B z .
The property that the above superfield currents (22) 
where one assigns a new distinct ghost numbers to s Λ and Λ with sΛ z = 0. The differential operators s and s Λ anticommute. One can find the transformation of the antighost B under s Λ such that the action I GF is invariant under the the background gauge symmetry, s Λ I GF = 0:
This background gauge symmetry determines the Slavnov identity of the theory, and also ensures that the gauge-fixed action has the relevant superconformal symmetry of rank N .
Pure component formalism and the cases N = 2, 3 and 4
We now show that the sole knowledge of a SCA in component formalism would also provide the full information about the holomorphic Beltrami-like decomposition of 2D-supergravity and the BRST quantization of worldsheets with extended supersymmetry.
In full generality, a linear SCA is a super Lie algebra, whose structure coefficient determines a BRST symmetry of the following form
where f a bc and g a bc are (constant) structure coefficients such that s 2 = 0 on all fields and w(m) is the conformal weight of the ghost m a . sγ i has an expression analogous to sm a . It is convenient to separate the reparametrization ghost c z and the local worldsheet supersymmetry ghosts γ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , from the rest of the ghosts denoted as m a which are either odd or even and correspond to the internal gauge bosonic and fermionic symmetries of the SCA.
The holomorphic components of the classical gauge fields can now be defined directly. They are the Beltrami differential µ z z , in correspondence with c z , the N gravitini α ī z , in correspondence with γ i , and the components of 1-forms along dz, M ā z dz, in correspondence with the ghosts m a . One defines the unified objects
Then the full BRST algebra is simply read off from (25) as (for convenience we now incorporate the fieldsα i as a part of theM a )
of the form of these last equations. The apparent complexity of the latter justifies the O(N ) superfield notation, which captures the whole information about the gauge symmetries under the form of a single zero curvature condition.
The BRST invariant action is as in eq. (21). The gauge fields in the action are the sources of the currents
These currents would generate the BRST algebra (25) we started from by a mere application of the OPE technique. They are also the components of the supercurrent J z defined in the previous section.
It is useful to illustrate these results explicitly in the cases N = 2, 3 and 4.
For N = 2, we have the Beltrami differential µ z z , two gravitini α i , (i = 1, 2) and one commuting gauge field ρ. Their associated ghosts are denoted as c z , γ i and d, respectively. The transformation rules for the ghosts in N = 2 string are
where ǫ 12 = −ǫ 21 = 1 and repeated indices are summed.
For N = 3, the O(3) decomposition gives the Beltrami differential µ z z , three gravitini α i , three gauge fields ρ i , and a fermionic field ϕ, (i = 1, 2, 3). Their associated ghosts are denoted as c z , γ i , c i and δ, respectively. The transformation rules for the ghosts in N = 3 string are
where ǫ ijk is the structure constant for SU (2).
For N = 4, the O(4) decomposition gives the Beltrami differential, four gravitini, six commuting fields that one can assemble into a gauge field for O(4) ∼ SU (2) × SU (2) rotations, four anticommuting fields for an internal local supersymmetry and one commuting field for an internal local U (1) symmetry. Associated with these, we have the reparametrization ghost c z , four supersymmetry ghosts γ a , six SU (2) k + ×SU (2) k − symmetry ghosts c i ± and one commuting δ a and U (1) ghost d [9, 6] . Here the double index notation a = (α,ᾱ); α,ᾱ = 1, 2 is used and i = 1, 2, 3 [10] . This corresponds to the so-called large N = 4 SCA.
The transformation rules for ghosts in N = 4 string can be written in concise form as:
The free parameter x ≡ k + −k − k + +k − measures the asymmetry between the two SU (2) current algebras. Its occurrence in the BRST algebra in component formalism is a peculiarity of the case N = 4 and is allowed by the local isomorphism between O(4) and SU (2) × SU (2) [9] . The SU (2) representation matrices R ±,i a b have the values
where σ i = (σ 3 , σ + , σ − ) are the Pauli matrices in the Cartan basis andσ i = (σ 3 , −σ + , −σ − ).
Indices are raised and lowered with the invariant tensors g ij , η ab and their inverse given by
The way the classical gauge fields associated to these ghosts transform is obtained by applying eq. (28), using the structure coefficients that one can read from eqs. (30)-(32).
It is straightforward to verify on these examples the general results of the last sections. In particular, the transformation rules for ghosts follow from eq. (10) 1 For N = 4, the parameter x must be introduced in the ghost and antighost superfield decomposition.
The conformal anomaly
We now give a general formula for the value of the coefficient of conformal anomaly of the ghost system defined by the action I GF . To compute the anomaly, one can put M z z,bg = 0. Then
Since a system of conformal fields (A, B) with Lagrangian A∂zB has a conformal anomaly equal to ±2(6n 2 − 6n + 1) where n is the conformal weight of the field A and the sign + (−) occurs if A and B commute (anticommute) [11] , the value of the conformal anomaly associated to the
where w(p) = In the case of N = 0 supersymmetry, one has
To generalize this expression to higher values of rank N , we must search for the possible are implicitly defined as the duals of the ghosts, and the action is as in (21). The theory of rank N − 1 is thus represented by
Thanks to this notation, it becomes almost obvious to see that embedding of the (N − 1)-theory into the N -theory just follows from the relation
valid for all values of N ≥ 1 and p ≥ 1. 
For N = 1, 2, 3, the ∆N -theory are anomalous. More precisely: The ∆1-theory is made from one (β, γ) ghost-antighost pair and has c = 11; the ∆2-theory is made from one (β, γ) pair and one Grassmann-odd ghost-antighost pair contributing to the anomaly by the amount −2;
this theory has thus c = 11 − 2 = 9; finally, the ∆3-theory is made from one (β, γ) pair, two odd pairs contributing to the anomaly by the amount c = −2 × 2 and one even pair contributing to the anomaly by the amount c = −1; the ∆3-theory has thus c = 11 − 4 − 1 = 6.
For N ≥ 4, one encounters a new regime. The ∆4-theory is made from one (β, γ) pair, three odd pairs contributing to the anomaly by the amount c = −2 × 3, three even pairs contributing to the anomaly by the amount c = −1 × 3 and one odd pair contributing to the anomaly by the amount c = −2; the ∆4-theory has thus c = 11 − 6 − 3 − 2 = 0. Since, on the other hand, we can easily verify that for the 3-theory c = 0, we see that the 4-theory is also anomaly free, which could of course be verified directly. Moreover, when computing the path integral over the ghost and antighost fields, since both the ∆4-theory and 3-theory are separately anomaly free, the fields of the ∆4-theory can be integrated out, and we obtain the result that the 3-theory is embedded in the 4-theory.
theories with (N, N ′ ) local supersymmetry can be also considered as topological 2D-gravity coupled to a topological sigma model with 2 N −2 − 1 bosonic coordinates and 2 N −2 fermionic coordinates in the left sector, and 2 N ′ −2 −1 bosonic coordinates and 2 N ′ −2 fermionic coordinates in the right sector.
